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induced by C and 0 1ons on Pb at high bombarding energies.
Analysis using no-recoil DWBA yields spectroscopic factors in marked disagreement with light ion results. Analysis using DWBA theory including first order recoil corrections indicates that the discrepancies are largely, if not entirely, the result of ignoring recoil effects.
At present it is the uncertainties in reaction theories for heavy ions which have to a large extent thus far limited the spectroscopic information obtainable from heavy ion transfer reactions. ..__...
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where X are the distorted waves and the matrix element is the form factor.
Computation of the six dimensional integral is lengthy 5 and is usually reduced to a simpler three dimensional integral using the no-recoil approximation, i~e.,
and,
where r is the vector between the cores c 1 and c 2 , and : 1 and : 2 are the vectors connecting the transferred particle, p, in a 1 and a 2 to the cores c 1 and c 2 ,
respectively. The validity of this approximation is questionable for many reactions. 3 ' 5 In particular it can be shown that, because they are vectors, the inclusion of the recoil terms (i.e., the neglected terms of order (m /M )r 1 ) has the effect of introducing additional angular momentum p ctransfer which may significantly change the calculated cross section. 5 ' 6 In the present study we show that the contributions arising frolli the recoil terms· are important and that their effects can be predicted by a simple first order treatment. 
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To investigate the importance of recoil effects .we have extracted spectroscopic factors using a DWBA theory which includes first order recoil corrections in the framework of no-recoil DWBA~- 6 A Taylor expansion is made The transfer cross section then contains first order. correction terms which are added coherently to the normal no-recoil transition amplitudes and can be written schematically as; 
where K 2 is the bound state decay constant for the final state.
Since large L transfers are favored in our reactions (e.g., cr 1 + 2 ~ 10 cr 1 ), the recoil corrections in this treatment will clearly be most important for those cases where LR is larger than the allowed no-recoil L transfer. Using 4 .
the L selection rules one can predict that the recoil contributions will be 16 15 . . for weakly bound states. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that the largest part of the discrepancies can be removed by including recoil effects.
We conclude from our study that recoil effects in heavy ion transfer reactions can be large and that they must be treated properly.before spectroscopic information can be extracted reliably. ~he L values in parentheses are the ~ used in recoil corrections. The others are those allowed in no-recoil DWBA theory. 
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